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(54) Interactive video system

(57) The present invention distributes digital video

programs to a predetermined group of subscribers. The

video programs are converted into a digital format in a

central site (100) and then distributed to a remote site

(1 10). Identification information for the digital video pro-

grams i
c broadcast to the group of subscribers. Each of

the subscribers has the option of selecting one of the

digital video programs for broadcast to the group. A con-

tinuous program which includes the digital video pro-

grams is broadcast to the group of subscribers or

displayed on televisions (130-133). The order of the

selected digital video programs within the continuous

program is based at least in part on when the subscriber

selections are received.
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Description

The present invention relates generally to a method
of displaying subscriber selected video information on a
television. More particularly, the present invention 5

relates to a method of operating a system wherein

selected video information is broadcast to all television

receivers in a predefined groupi Subscribers can view

the selected video information by tuning to a predeter-

mined channel. The selection may occur using a tele- 10

phone or a remote control at the viewer's location. The
information may be retrieved from its storage location,

and the video selection is broadcast to all the television

receivers of subscribers within the predefined group.

One type of video system allows a subscriber to is

view selected video information on cable television.

These systems are often referred to as pay-per-view

video systems. For example, a subscriber may be pro-

vided with a witch or controller by which the subscriber

can choose to view free television, listen to music, or 20

view pay television. Other systems allow for the inser-

tion of advertisements into video programming. These
systems are identified as Digital Video Ad Inserters and
they are provided commercially by, for example, TEXS-
CAN and STARNET 2s

Other systems allow a subscriber or viewer to

select and view video information that will be broadcast

to all subscribers or viewers on one common channel

using only a conventional television receiver and a tele-

phone having a touch tone keypad. These systems 30

allow for remote diagnosis, operation, and control. Such
remote capabilities enable, for example, the receipt of a

dedication forwarded from a central or host station to be

displayed on a broadcast from a particular remote sys-

tem location. In addition, these systems can utilize an 35

audio track f;u;r. 0, ,e source and video information from

another source, placing them both on the outgoing line

for display on each viewer's television receiver.

Thus, a subscriber can select video information to

be broadcast to all subscribers/viewers on one common 40

channel using only a conventional touch tone keypad or

telephone inducting such a keypad. These systems are

set forth in more detail in US-A- 5,089,885, 5,019,900

and 4,761 ,684.

US-A- 5,089.885, 5.019,900 and 4,761,684, 45

respond to the need for an effective and cost-efficient

group-oriented interactive video system. These patents

provide methods and apparatus for operating a cable

television system wherein a subscriber can select video

information to be displayed on a common channel of the so

televisions of all subscribers. The systems described in

these patents have met with substantial success and

are pioneering in the field of group-oriented, interactive

video systems.

The present invention responds to the need for a ss

more effective, cost-efficient, group-oriented, interactive

video system. In one embodiment, the invention distrib-

utes video programming from a central location to

remote sites and then broadcasts selected video pro-

grams from the remote sites to a group of subscribers.

This group of subscribers can then view the video pro-

grams on their televisions and/or computers. In the

present patent application, subscriber refers to any con-

sumer who receives the selected video programming.

The individual consumer can control which of a plurality

of video programs is broadcast to the predefined group

of subscribers.

The present invention provides a method and appa-

ratus for distributing video programs to a group of sub-

scribers. The video programs are converted into a
digital compressed format and then distributed to a
remote site. Identification information for the digital

video programs may be bradcast to the group of sub-

scribers. Each of these subscribers may have the option

of selecting one of the identified digital video programs
for broadcast. A continuous program which includes the

selected digital video programs is broadcast to the

group of subscribers. The order of the selected digital

video programs within the continuous program is based
at least in part on when the subscriber selections are

received.

A further understanding of the nature and advan-

tages of the invention may be realized by reference to

the remaining portions of the specification and the

drawings.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall operation of the sys-

tem in one embodiment;

Figure 2A illustrates a typical subsenber's television

display according to a specific embodiment of the

invention;

Figure 2B illustrates a typical subsenber's computer

display screen according to a specific embodiment

of the invention;

Figure 3 illustrates the overall system structure of a

first embodiment;

Figure 4 illustrates the overall system structure for a

second embodiment which utilizes a satellite;

Figure 5 provides a configuration for a central site in

a first embodiment;

Figure 6 provides a configuration within a central

site;

Figure 7 provides a configuration for a remote site;

Figure 8 illustrates an overall system architecture;

and

Figure 9 provides a configuration for a technical

computing system.

In a specific embodiment, the present invention

provides an arrangement for distributing selected digital

video programs to a predefined group of subscribers.

The group of subscribers are usually defined as a group

of consumers which receive a common television chan-

nel. For example, a group of subscribers in the city of

Miami, Florida may receive channel 2 which provides

the selected video programs. The subscribers in this

group can select video programs for display on channel

2. In a specific embodiment, the selecting of video pro-

2
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grams is done with either a telephone or other remote

control device. In another specific embodiment, video

programs may be selected over the Internet via, for

example, a "web page" on the World Wide Web.

If a telephone is used for selecting, then a touch- s

tone telephone keypad used in conjunction with, for

example, a "1-800" or a "1-900" telephone number is

utilized in a specific arrangement. For example, one "1-

900" number associated with one of the predefined sub-

scriber groups is displayed on a common channel to 10

that group. When a subscriber in that subscriber group

dials-that "1-900-" number, the call is automatically

routed to a central location. The central location then

interacts with the calling subscriber such that the sub-

scriber can use their touch-tone telephone keypad or is

otherwise select an available video for broadcast to the

subscriber group. When a video is selected for broad-

cast, information indicating that selection is sent to the

remote site associated with the selecting subscriber.

For example, a cable provider located in Denver may 20

provide selectable videos on channel 4. This channel 4

could be broadcast to any predefined group of subscrib-

ers in the Denver area (e.g., to a specific Denver sub-

urb). Subscribers who receive this channel 4 also

receive information on how to select available videos. 2s

For example, a "1 -800" number along with a video iden-

tification number may be provided within the broadcast

program. When a subscriber calls this "1 -800", the sub-

scriber is routed to a central office in, for example,

Miami. The calling subscriber can then select a desired 30

video program by providing the central office with the

identification number of that desired video. The selec-

tion information is then transmitted to the Denver cable

provider such that it can be used to provide the selected

video program for broadcast on channel 4. 35

Therefore, the vkieo. \vftch are available for broad-

cast may be listed on the cot* imon television channel foe

each subscriber group. Each available video may have

an associated identification number to facilitate the

automatic ordering of these videos, and this identifica- 40

tion number is displayed, for example, in a scroll bar

within the current video program. Multiple "1-800"

and/or "1 -900" numbers can be used for different selec-

tion types (e.g., for regular selecting, for the selection of

multiple videos at one time, for promotional activities, for 45

ordering video-related products, etc.). In a specific

embodiment, the scroll bar is used to provide the titles

of available video programs along with their identifica-

tion numbers to subscribers. This scroll can provide

additional information such as (1) information related to so

the video which is being broadcast, (2) advertisements

of any type, (3) trivial and factual information (preferably

related to music), (4) news-type information, and (5)

additional information related to the video programs

available for selection. According to another specific ss

embodiment, all of this information is provided to sub-

scribers on an Internet site such as, for example, a "web

page" on the World Wide Web.

670 A2 4

In one embodiment, the automated voice response

can utilize the voice of the artist on the identified video.

For example, if a subscriber calls and selects a "Rolling

Stones" video, the automated answering system can

respond with Mick Jagger's voice, thanking the sub-

scriber for the selection. Moreover, the automated voice

response can be available to the subscriber in multiple

languages. In a specific embodiment, different lan-

guages are available to the caller when the associated

group of subscribers is located in an area which uses

multiple languages. For example, the system may pro-

vide different phone numbers for different language

services. Alternatively, the system's first selection with a

touch-tone phone may be a language selection, in

which case the rest of the remote selection session

takes place in the selected language. Under the latter

circumstance, when a subscriber dials a phone number
for access to the remote site, the subscriber is immedi-

ately given the choice for proceeding in one of multiple

available languages.

When a telephone is used for ordering videos, that

telephone can be located within or away from the broad-

cast receiving site (i.e., any remote pay-phone or the

like can be used to order videos). When the telephone

used for ordering a video is located away from the sub-

scriber's home, the subscriber may provide a credit card

number or some other type of account number for pay-

ment. For example, a special debit card can be issued

for this purpose. If a credit card number is used, the

charge for the video programs selection is put on the

subscriber's credit card.

In some embodiments, a prompt on the telephone

automated voice may transfer a subscriber to a mer-

chandizing section which allows the subscriber to pur-

chase, for example, video-related products. In this

arrangement, before or after a video has been selected,

the automated voice response may ask the caller rf they

are interested in purchasing merchandise. The type-of

merchandise may or may not be set forth in the initial

voice prompt According to one embodiment, if the

caller indicates, via their touch-tone telephone, an inter-

est in possHy purchasing merchandise, the caller is

transferred to a different automated voice which

presents the available merchandise, the associated

prices, the method of payment, shipping information,

etc. In an alternative embodiment, the caller may be

transferred to an individual in the central location who
can take the merchandise order. According to another

alternative embodiment, the caller may be transferred to

an operator at a related merchandising service such as,

for example. 1 -800-MUSIC-NOW.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall operation of the sys-

tem in one embodiment. In step 20, a continuous video

program is broadcast to a group of subscribers from a

remote site (e.g., cable television location), as shown in

Figure 2A. Figure 2A illustrates a typical subscriber's

television display 50 in which the names of the available

video selections along with video identification numbers

are scrolled across the bottom of television screen 50.

BNSDOCID: <EP 0742670A2_I_>
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Scroll 52 may include a "1-800" number or "1-900"

number. Alternatively, these telephone numbers may be

located within a different field 54 in television display 50.

Field 54 may also be employed to display the reguest

number of the currently playing video when, for exam-

ple, the video is beginning and/or ending. When the

reguest number is not being displayed, other informa-

tion such as the logo of the system service provider may
be displayed. In addition, information related to the cur-

rent video on television screen 50 may also be located

within field 54.

Figure 2B illustrates a specific embodiment of the

computer display screen of a subscriber who gains

access to the system over the Internet. Display window

60 is a Windows 95® style frame which encompasses a

plurality of different fields 61-69. Alternatively, no frame

or window is required and fields 61 -69 are simply dis-

tributed on the computer display screen as shown. Field

61 is operable to display promotional information but

may also be transparent to the user. Field 63 is operable

to display resized live video with or without a border.

Field 65 is operable to display station identification

and/or promotional information. Field 67 is operable to

display information concerning ordering merchandise,

selecting videos, or other promotional information. Field

69 is operable to display information concerning cur-

rently available videos, selecting videos, ordering mer-

chandise, or other promotional information. Like field

61, fields 65, 67 and 69 may be selectively rendered

transparent to the user.

According to an alternative embodiment of the

invention, data may be inserted into the vertical blank-

ing interval of the video signal for transmission to sub-

scribers. This data may be received by a group of

subscribers using a data reception .unit for vertical

blanking interval (VBI) date. Th*»;data reception unit

may be integrated into the si^.v^bGrs' televisions or

personal computer. An example of such an integrated

unit is currently available from Norpak Corporation.

Alternatively, the data reception unit may be a separate

outboard unit.

The content of the received data may be of general

interest or may be tailored lor specific subscriber

groups. Such specifically tailored data might include a

list of video selections available to a subscriber group,

information directly related to the currently playing

selection, or information related to commercial advertis-

ers or sponsors. The format of the received data may
include textual and/or graphical elements. Additionally,

the received data may include higher level data struc-

tures such as, for example, digitized audio files or exe-

cutable files. According to a specific embodiment, video

text is provided on background menus (also referred to

as teletext). In this arrangement, the user can switch

between a television display with videos and a television

display of background menus. The background menus

can include the scroll information, and a user can fip

through these background menus (also referred to as

pages of teletext) with a commercially available remote

12 670 A2 6

control. In yet another embodiment of the present inven-

tion, scroll information is placed on a second audio

channel. According to another specific embodiment, an

Intercast system is employed in which data transmitted

5 by the Intercast system is interpreted by the receiving

unit as Internet-related data. The receiving unit then

searches the Internet for additional information related

to the received data. Intercast system technology is

commercially available from Norpak Corporation and

10 Gateway 2000.

In step 22 of Figure 1 , a subscriber calls a "1 -900"

number to request that a desired video program be

played. Before the call is answered at the system's cen-

tral or local location, a billing and accounting review

is takes place with reference to the caller's phone number

to check the caller's credit history and to prepare for bill-

ing the caller should a selection ultimately be made
(step 24). In step 26, the telephone call is answered and

the subscriber is prompted to input a selection number,

20 such as "234". This subscriber selection is then logged

at the central or local location at which point the sub-

scriber is also billed. This log includes various informa-

tion, such as the subscriber selection time, the selection

number for the desired video program, the identification

25 number for the selecting subscriber, etc. In step 28, the

selection is transmitted to, for example, the cable televi-

sion service provider. In step 30, the requested video

program is placed in a queue. In step 32. the sub-

scriber's selection number is displayed on scroll 52

30 within television screen 50, to provide quick feedback to

the selecting subscriber. In step 34, the selection moves

to the top of the queue and is played on the relevant

cable television channel.

A remote control can also be used by a subscriber

35 to select an available video for broadcast. In a specific

embodiment, this remote control is used in conjunction

with a two-way cable box (or other set-top device)

located in the subscriber's home, or in conjunction with

a bi-directional satellite system owned by the sub-

40 scriber. Again the subscriber enters information in

response to prompts provided by the remote site for that

subscriber's predefined group. These prompts are pro-

vided on the subscriber's television. If a set-top device is

used, as the subscriber responds to prompts on the tel-

45 evision, signals received in the two-way box from the

subscriber's remote control are sent to the subscriber's

cable company via return transmission (e.g„ RF trans-

mission, ffoer-optic transmission, etc.).

If the cable company is the remote site, the selected

so video is directly placed in the queue for the selecting

subscriber's group. The cable company also provides

the information received from the subscriber to the cen-

tral location for tracking purposes. A set-top device,

such as a standard two-way cable box available from

55 any cable company is capable of performing this func-

tion. If the cable company is not the remote site for the

selecting subscriber, the received video selection infor-

mation is transmitted from the cable company to the

remote site (i.e., when a satellite is used as a remote

\
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site). If a cable company is used as the remote site, the

cable company can provide for the accounting/billing

associated with that request. Thus, the charge for the

selection can be included in the subscriber's cable bill.

The prompts provided to the subscriber who is selecting

a desired video are available from, in a specific embod-
iment, software located in the two-way cable box.

The present invention may be able to deny a
request for a video program for a variety of reasons

such as, for example, when the selecting subscriber has

failed to pay for previous selections, or when the select-

ing subscriber has previously requested that programs

or channels containing particular types of subject matter

be blocked from that subscriber's set When a tele-

phone at the subscriber's home is used to request a

video, the caller's telephone number is provided to the

central location. The system at the central location

maintains a list of telephone numbers and account

codes associated with subscribers who have previously

not paid for video selections or who are not permitted to

make requests for any of a number of other reasons. If

the caller's telephone number or account code matches

one of these stored telephone numbers or account

codes, the selection is refused. Alternatively, each sub-

scriber may have an associated subscriber number

used when ordering videos with a remote control, with a

telephone located away from the subscriber's home,

over the Internet, etc. This subscriber number can be

used in the same way as the caller's telephone number

for denying requests. Similarly, an account limit may be

placed on each subscriber caller. This account limit may
depend on the payment history of the caller. For exam-

ple, a caller who has continually paid bills on time may
have a $200 account limit, and a caller with no payment

history may have a $100 account limit. When a caller

reaches this account limit, the caller's request(s) are

denied. Software located in, for example, the central

location monitors the subscribers' payment histories

and controls the denying of video program orders.

One of the advantages of the present invention may
be its ability to tailor the available video programming to

the tastes of 1he subscribers in a particular group. For

example, if a specific group of subscribers continually

selects alternative-type music, then more videos which

provide alternative-type music can be made available

as videos for selection in that group. Additionally, this

invention allows for certain commercials to be provided

to subscriber groups located in areas which respond

better to a certain type of commercial. Thus, commer-

cials can be tailored for a certain group, and then

inserted into the continuous video program being

broadcast to that group. In this situation, the commer-

cials can be updated through a satellite. Moreover, soft-

ware can be used to automatically determine which

types of videos are preferred by a particular subscriber

group. In this arrangement, an algorithm is used to col-

lect information and to determine the frequency of

selection for each type of available video. When sub-

scribers in the group continually select a certain type of

video for display, software will automatically provide

more videos of that type for selection to the subscriber

group.

In a specific embodiment, the overall system con-

s trots approximately 1800 video programs. Approxi-

mately 1 50 to 300 videos are selected for display at any

point in time within the system. When a video is

selected for display, that video is placed in a queue
which includes all the videos which were selected prior

10 to that subscriber's selection. As each video is selected

for broadcast, it is placed in that subscriber's queue

such that the order of videos within the queue is usually

based on when .each of the videos was selected. For

example, if video no. 1 is selected before video no. 2,

15 then video no. 1 is usually played ahead of video no. 2

to the group associated with the selecting subscribers.

Other considerations can affect where a video is placed

in the queue. For example, when a queue is built, the

following may be taken into consideration: (1) diversity

20 of the videos being broadcast, (2) the time length of the

selected video, (3) the money amount paid by the sub-

scriber for the selected video, (4) the demographics of

the subscriber group, (5) the number of subscribers who
have selected the video, etc. Thus, the queue may be

25 reordered when more than one person selects the same
video. In this arrangement, a video which is already in

the queue and then is selected by another subscrber, is

moved forward in the queue such that it is played earlier

than some of the videos which were selected before it.

30 This arrangement satisfies more subscribers more

quickly when the queue is particularly long.

A remote site is referred to herein as an earth head-

end when a satellite is nfll used to provide video directly

to a subscriber group When a remote site is a satellite

35 which provides videos directly to a subscriber group,

that remote site is referred to as a satellite headend.

Figure 3 illustrates the overall system structure of a first

embodiment. In this embodiment, the central site

includes both office 100 and central location 120. Addi-

40 tionally, earth headend 110 provides a local television

channel with selected video programs to an associated

subscriber group.

In one embodiment, office 100 and central location

120 perform separate and independent functions. For

45 example, office 100 may compile all of the neces-

sary/desirable video programs for distribution to the

remote sites 110, 112 and 114. The video programs

then become selectable video programs. In contrast,

central location 120 may have different and separate

so functions. Central location 120 may receive selection

information from any one of the subscribers within the

multiple subscriber groups and provide that selection

information to the earth headend or satellite headend

associated with the subscriber who made the selection.

55 For example, central location 1 20 may receive a "1 -900"

call from a subscriber. If this occurs, central location 120

provides the necessary prompts such that a video can

be selected. Central location 120 then provides the

selection information to the appropriate earth headend

BNSDOCID: <EP 0742670A2J _>
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or satellite headend via, for example, a modem. In addi-

tion, central location 120 can track the demographic

information described above. This demographic infor-

mation can then be provided to office 100 so that it can
be used for determining which available video programs 5

to provide to each subscriber group. When central loca-

tion 120 works in conjunction with office 100, ail the

information within central location 120 is digitized and
relayed to office 100 such that communication between
office 100 and central location 120 is complete. In an w
alternative embodiment, central location 120 processes
all of the telephone calls and configures all videos in the

queue. In some embodiments, the telephone calls are

processed using an interactive voice response system.

In other embodiments, live operators are employed to 15

perform these functions.

Each earth headend 110, 112, and 114 provides

selected programs to each associated group of televi-

sions 130-133, 134-136. and 137-140 which are located

in the subscribers' homes. In this example, televisions 20

130-133 belong to subscribers in one of the predefined

groups. Earth headends can be added to and/or sub-

tracted from the system just as televisions can be added
to and/or subtracted from each group of televisions

being supplied with video programming from these 25

earth headends 1 10. 1 12 and 1 14. Thus, any combina-

tion of earth headends and televisions can be put

together in the present invention. A group of subscribers

can easily be defined as the group which receives video

programming from a specific earth headend 110, 112, 30

or 114. This allows for significant flexibility in the

arrangement of subscriber groups. For example, one
block on a street can form a subscriber group. Moreo-

ver, a group of subscribers can include a group which

speaks a language different from that of anoth, r group 35

such that videos can be broadcast in the Ian? jr?e of

each subscriber group. In one embodiment, e^! . earth -

headend is placed at a cable company location and is

used to provide a single channel in that company's serv-

ice region. 40

In operation, earth headend 110 provides a chan-

nel with continuous video programming to subscribers

in the subscriber group with televisions 130-133. This

continuous video programming provides selected video

programs along with a scroll. This scroll provides infor- 45

mation related to selectable videos (e.g., video title,

video identification number, and "1-900" number for

selecting the video). The subscribers with televisions

130-133 can select these selectable videos by catling

the "1-900* number in the scroll. The calling subscriber so

is then routed to central location 120 via telephone line

142. Central location 120 provides the automatic voice

responses set forth above. Central location obtains the

selection information and transmits it to office 100.

Office 100 then sends the selection information to earth ss

headend 110, and earth headend 110 inserts the

selected video into its queue. Alternatively, central loca-

tion 120 can provide the selection information to both

office 100 and earth headend 110. Again, earth head-

end 1 10 inserts the selected video into its queue for the

subscriber group with televisions 130-133.

Computers 150, 152 and 154 are coupled to televi-

sions 134-136 and can be used in conjunction with the

internet to select videos or to view selected videos. In

one arrangement, viewers/subscribers can select pro-

grams for broadcast on their common television channel

via the internet as described above. The associated

prompts for selecting video programs are provided

through the internet. These prompts can be viewed on
either the subscriber's computer monitor or television

(when the television is coupled to the computer moni-

tor). In another arrangement, after the digital video is

selected, the subscriber can view the digital video on
the subscribers' computer screen via the internet. The
selected video is also displayed to all the other sub-

scribers in the selecting subscriber's internet group.

Office 330 monitors all activity on internet via gateway

610, interactive-voice response (IVR) 600 and internet

connection 650 (see Figure 6). In order to provide video

program on the internet, the programs are compressed

and sent over the internet via a high-speed T1-type

access through internet 650. In a specific embodiment,

thirty frames/second are provided to the subscriber's

internet group such that a good quality display of the

video program is provided. High speed access is also

available via a modem on a cable line with high band
width.

Figure 4 illustrates the overall system structure for

additional embodiments which utilizes satellite commu-
nications. In one embodiment of the present invention,

all of the functions performed in the central site are com-
bined into one office 330. Office 330 in conjunction with

uplink 340 provides video programs via data satellite

300 to an earth headend 370. Video is digitized and

compressed within office 330 and then sent to uplink

340 via line 332. This video is placed in a file with an

address header. The address in the header is used for

sending the videos to the headends. According to a

specific embodiment, each remote site (e.g., earth

headend) has a unique four letter code with an addi-

tional letter in the header designating a particulars hard

drive at the remote site. To send a particular video to a

group of remote sites, a list of remote sites (including a

designated hard drive) is compiled and associated with

the video's file name. This distribution list is sent to and

used by the satellite uplink and the remote receiver.

Alternatively, the distribution list is used as input to facil-

itate network file transfers or data tape dubbing depend-

ing upon the video transport scheme being used.

Videos may be deleted by sending a network message

or by modifying a remote database to indicate that a

particular video file may be deleted from a particular

hard drive.

Uplink 340 then takes the information provided by

office 330 and provides it to data satellite 300. There-

fore, uplink 340 is a satellite transport station. Data sat-

ellite 300 then transmits the information to earth

headend 370 which, in turn, transmits the information to

6
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skybox satellite 302. However, before sending the com-

pressed video programs to skybox satellite 302, earth

headend 370 converts the digitized/compressed video

programs into an analog format required by skybox sat-

ellite 302. According to various embodiments, skybox 5

satellite 302 may send the video programs either

directly to televisions 310 on a common channel, or to

cable headend 372. It will be understood that the sys-

tem configuration 10 shown in Figure 4 is a combination

of different system features which may be used inde- w
pendently as well as in a variety of other combinations.

For example, data satellite 300 may be used with the

system of Figure 3 to link office 100 and centra! location

120 with earth headends 110, 112 and 114. Moreover,

skybox satellite 302 may be used in either or both of its T5

transmission capacities to provide communications

between earth headends 1 10, 112 and 1 14 and televi-

sions 130-140.

If skybox satellite 302 is transmitting directly to sub-

scribers, the subscribers with televisions 3 1 0 all receive 20

the same selected video programming on a single com-

mon channel provided by skybox satellite 302. For

example, skybox satellite 302 may provide selected

video programming along with available program identi-

fication numbers to a group of fifty subscribers who 2$

receive this information on channel 4 of their televisions.

Direct satellite transmission to subscribers has several

advantages and disadvantages when compared to a

cable headend system. First, direct satellite transmis-

sion can provide selectable video programming to sub- 30

scribers which do not have access to a similar channel

available through cable or a similar arrangement. Sec-

ond, direct satellite transmission can easily reach a

much larger number of subscribers. Unfortunately, as

the number of subscribers increases, the waiting period 35

for a selected video increases. For example, a sub-

scriber who belongs to a large subscriber group may
have to wait twelve hours before their selected video is

aired on the channel provided by skybox satellite 302. In

contrast, a cable headend usually provides selectable ao

video to a smaller group of subscribers such that a

selected video may be played almost instantly during

unpopular television viewing times. Because selected

videos are placed in a queue, the waiting period for

viewing a selected video is longer when more videos 45

are being selected. Furthermore, on the average, more

videos are selected when a greater number of subscrib-

ers is included in a predefined subscriber group.

In operation, when skybox satellite 302 transmits

directly to subscribers, it broadcasts a channel with con- so

tinuous video programming to subscribers in the sub-

scriber group with televisions 310. As in Figure 1, this

continuous video programming provides selected video

programs along with an information filled scroll. The

subscribers with televisions 310 can select videos by 55

calling the "1-900" number in the scroll, and the calling

subscriber is then routed to office 330. In this arrange-

ment, office 330 provides the automatic voice

responses and obtains the selection information. Office

330 then sends the selection information to skybox sat-

ellite 302 (via uplink 340, data satellite 300 and earth

headend 370), and skybox satellite 302 inserts the

selected video into its queue. Thus, when the selected

video reaches the top of the queue, it is broadcast in the

continuous program to the subscriber group with televi-

sions 310.

Skybox satellite 302 can also be used to transmit

video programs to cable headend 372. Cable headend

372 then broadcasts continuous video programs to sub-

scribers with televisions 380. When a satellite is not uti-

lized to distribute the video programming, a variety of

other techniques can be used. For example, tapes

(including VCR tapes and high capacity data tapes)

and/or disks (including floppy disks and laser disks)

which include the video programs can be sent, in a spe-

cific embodiment via overnight mail to headends 110,

1 12, 114, 370, and 372. In addition, the video programs

can be sent via any available transmission line means
(e.g., telephone line, coax cable, fiber optic cable, the

Internet, and the like). In a specific embodiment,

selectable video programs are updated once a day to

once a week. A satellite allows downlink on command
such that desirable videos and commercials can be

quickly inserted into a queue at the remote site.

Trie present invention provides an elaborate

scheme for tracking information related to the selection

of video programs. In a specific embodiment, each

headend 1 10, 112, 1 14, 370 a 372 tracks which videos

have been played for the subscriber groups associated

with that headend and also which videos have been

selected by subscribers within each group. This com-

piled information is then provided to the central site.

This tracking of information also assists when an algo-

rithm is being used to provide programming oriented to

the tastes of the subscribers in a specific group.

Figure 5 provides a configuration for a central site in

a first embodiment. Office 330 provides video program-

ming via line 332 and an uplink to the satellites in the

system and via line 334 to earth headends in the sys-

tem. Office 330 can connect to any remote site (eg.,

satellite or earth headend) on demand via tines 332 and

334. In a specific embodiment, tine 334 connects to a

LAN which provides connection to all earth headends in

the system. Office 330 connects to remote sites under

several different circumstances. For example, connec-

tion may be needed for performing maintenance checks

520 or for requesting information 510. Thus, office 330

has remote control over each remote 6ite in the system.

Line 334 can be a network connection (e.g., LAN), a

dial-up modem, or the like. Maintenance checks 520

and user requests 510 are initiated by individuals who

provide support to the system. These individuals are

usually located at office 330.

When a user request 510 is initiated, only requests

can be made to the satellite and earth headends in the

system. Thus, no changes can be made to the informa-

tion or software within these satellite and earth head-

ends. In contrast, when a maintenance check 520 is

\
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initiated, a user can monitor and control any satellite or

earth headends in the system remotely. Therefore,

changes can be made to the information, software,

scroll, etc. within these remote sites.

In one embodiment of the present invention, a soft-

ware program is used to provide controlled access to

the system to enable an authorized user to send digital

messages between maintenance check 520 (or user

request 510) and various remote sites in the system.

When such an authorized user initiates a connection for

a maintenance check 520 and/or for a user request 510,

the authorized user requests connection to a particular

remote site. At this point, the program begins a login

process with that particular remote site. If a modem link

is used, the login process takes approximately five to

seven seconds. The software coordinates requested

connections such that multiple users (e.g., eight users)

can access one remote she through one link. Therefore,

if one user is connected to a remote site and a second

user initiates a connection to that same remote site, the

software allows the second user to utilize the connec-

tion already established by the first user.

After obtaining a connection with one of the remote

sites, the user can (1 ) input selections for more informa-

tion related to that remote site, (2) input selections for

maintenance purposes, (3) input a special message to

a subscriber who is on the telephone, (4) input a new

commercial for insertion into the video programming. (5)

input a special message for the scroll, or the like, and (6)

receive status and log information on remote activity. As

the user inputs a selection, these inputs are shown on a

computer screen in the remote site. After all the users

are done accessing a particular remote site, the con*

nection to that remote site is closed.

External request gateway 610 allows interactive-

voice response (IVR) 600 to provide video selection and

related information to office 330. Telephone prompt 620

allows for "1-800" and "1-900" numbers to be routed

through IVR 600 and gateway 610 to office 330. In one

telephone-prompting arrangement, a debit card with a

PIN code is used such that anyone can call in directly to

the system and request videos without having to pro-

vide a credit card number. Thus, debit cards and a data-

base with customer information related to debit cards

and PIN codes is present This arrangement is desira-

ble because (1) some individuals do not like to give their

credit card number over the telephone, (2) some individ-

uals do not like to receive "1 -900" charges on their tele-

phone bills, and (3) some subscribers do not have

telephones or two-way cable boxes in their homes and

this allows for the ordering of videos from pay phones.

Selection information related to this method of request-

ing videos can be easily tracked by office 330.

Two-way set-top device information 630 can be pro-

vided through IVR 600 and gateway 610 to office 330. In

this arrangement, a two-way set-top device is used in

conjunction with a remote control in a subscriber's

home. The remote control and prompts on the sub-

scriber's television are used to select videos. The selec-

tion information is sent via RF signals to the company
which provides the set-top device (e.g., a local cable

company). This selection information is then provided to

the remote site associated with the selecting sub-

5 scriber's group and to office 330 via gateway 610. Office

330 uses this information for tracking video selections,

etc. In an alternative embodiment, the selection infor-

mation is sent by the set-top device provider to office

330, and in turn, office 330 sends the selection informa-

w tion to the remote site associated with the selecting sub-

scriber's group.

According to another alternative embodiment, a

cable provider's set-top device control system accepts

orders from subscribers and submits them directly to

is the control computer which has a direct LAN connection

to the set-top device control system at the cable head-

end. A proprietary protocol is used to submit orders.

This protocol enables the set-top device control system

to retrieve a valid list of videos from a video inventory in

20 the control computer which is used for a number of pur-

poses such as, for example, prompting subscribers

within the set-top device environment, and validating

subscriber orders.

Subscribers who respond to various promotions

25 (these are usually included in a special scroll) can

access the system via promotional connection 640 by

calling a special "1-800" or "1-900" number. This is

required so that a special routing of the order will be

coordinated with the special scroll. Thus, the order can

30 be handled by either an automated voice response cre-

ated especially for the promotion a by an informed indi-

vidual located at office 330.

Internet connection 650 relays subscriber selec-

tions which are made over the internet. In a specific

35 embodiment, an accounting service within the internet

is- provided (1) through an internet company (e.g.,

America On-Line, CompuServe, and the like), (2)

through an e-mail address, or (3) through a World Wide

Web page. This accounting service requests the

40 selected video program identification number along with

a credit card number. The credit card number is used for

the charge associated with the selecting of the video

program. Thus, computers within the subscribers'

homes can be used to order and display video pro-

45 grams.

Figure 6 provides a configuration within a central

site. Connection monitor 700, located within office 330,

is a program which coordinates the sharing of one out-

put line when multiple users request a connection to the

so same remote site. As stated above, users can connect

to a remote site for user requests 510, maintenance

checks 520, etc. Central database 720 contains a refer-

ence to all of the video programs in a structured data-

base format along with a program which controls the

55 organization of and access to the stored video pro-

grams. Information associated with the video programs

is also included in central database 720. This informa-

tion is usually the selection/request number for each

video program, the title and artist when the video pro-

8
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gram is a music video, and other facts which describe

the associated video program. Demographic preference

information and other identifying information may also

be associated with a video, tn addition, central database

720 can be a dynamic database which tracks the data

sent by a satellite. In this arrangement, central database

720 compares the data received at the remote site with

the data sent to the satellite. Central database 720 can

then order a resend of information from satellite 300

when data sent to a remote site is incomplete or incor-

rect (i.e., the received data does not match the data

sent to the satellite). In an alternative embodiment,

video programs can be stored in file storage 800. As

shown in Figure 6, file storage 800 is located outside of

office 330.

Server 730 allows for connection between office

330 and a remote site via. for example, a network.

When a fault condition occurs in a remote site, the

server within that remote site automatically calls server

730 and requests maintenance for that fault condition.

Software located in the remote site provides for the

sequencing need for this automatic maintenance order.

For example, a hard disk failure is reported to server

730 immediately Thus, a server within each remote site

works in conjunction with server 730. The remote site

server can also act as a phone switch which collects

data and sends the collected data out in one bunch. The

collection of data only occurs for low priority actions.

The remote site contains a batch program which can

organize and collect requests for this single transmis-

sion of collected data.

Command interface 740 allows office 330 (1) to

send a particular video program to a particular remote

site, (2) to delete a particular video from a particular

remote site or from a group of remote sites, (3) to send

a video program to a group of remote sites, etc. Com-

mand interface 740 uses server 730 to send and receive

data from the remote sites. Digital converter/compres-

sor 750 converts all the video programs into a digital for-

mat and then compresses it before the video programs

are distributed to the remote sites. Digital con-

verter/compressor 750 can be broken up into two sepa-

rate units (i.e., one unit for converting and one unit for

compressing).

As stated above, the mix of video programs sent to

a particular remote site can be determined from an

algorithm. This algorithm takes into consideration the

types of video programs being selected by the sub-

scriber group associated with that particular remote

site. In other words, the demographics of an area can

have an impact on which video programs are sent to a

particular subscriber group for selection. This algorithm

can be located in office 330. As information on videos

for a particular subscriber group is received, the deter-

mination of which videos will be sent to the associated

remote site is based on the selections made by the sub-

scribers in that group. Thus, particular types of videos

may be sent to a particular group of subscribers. In

order to send a particular video to a remote site, an

address identifying the remote site is assigned to that

video.

Figure 7 provides a configuration for a remote site.

In one embodiment of the present invention, remote site

5 900 includes a tape deck (e.g., 3/4-inch) along with a

laser disk player 910. The tape deck/laser disk arrange-

ment 91 0 is usually used as a backup to digital video. In

a specific embodiment, digital video is distributed either

(1) on a storage medium (such as digital linear tape

to (DLT)) which is sent via overnight mail to the remote

site, or (2) via a satellite transmission. When a DLT is

used, the DLT usually has 20 gigabytes of storage

capacity, and is a regular commercially-available DLT In

a specific embodiment, the DLT with updated video pro-

15 grams is sent to each remote site at least once a week.

When a satellite transmission is used, the DLT can be

used as a back-up.

When a satellite transmission is used, the digital

video programs are transmitted to receiver 920 in an

20 analog format. When processor 930 determines that the

received data address matches the address of remote

site 900, the received data are converted back into a

digital form and stored in an Moving Picture Expert

Group (MPEG) data compression format within digital

25 video playback unit (DVPU) 940. In a specific embodi-

ment, DVPU 940 has a hard disk with up to 64 gigabytes

of capacity for storing the digitized video. DVPU 940

also stores the video programs in digital format when
the digital video programs are received from DLT

30 Before broadcasting the digital video programs to sub-

scribers, DVPU 940 decodes the compressed digital

video programs such that they are broadcast in the orig-

inal digital form.

The processor located-wrthin DVPU 940 can be a

35 486 or Pentium processor. This processor verifies the .

correct transfer of information from the satellite, and

when an error occurs, automatically orders a dialback to

request a re-transmit of data. The dialback is done

through the modem inside DVPU 940. The dialback

40 function is needed because of the one-way link between

remote site 900 and office 330 when satellite 300 is

used. Thus, the modem within 940 provides the dial-

back to uplink 340 such that a re-transmit can be

ordered. Each frame of the digital video is checked and

4$ verified by DVPU 940, so that the exact frames which

have problems can be re-transmitted after being

ordered by DVPU 940. DVPU 940 can be created with

standard equipment and custom software. The equip-

ment within DVPU 940 includes a decoder board, a

so standard personal computer, and a satellite modem.

This equipment is provided commercially by Scientific

Atlanta. The custom software allows DVPU 940 (1) to

efficiently store digital videos of variable length and (2)

to defragment and organize the stored digital videos for

55 later playing. In an alternative embodiment, a two-way

link is employed in which case the dialback to request

the retransmission is performed on the return path.

Processor 930 can be a 486 or Pentium processor

which allows for high-quality scroll graphics along with a
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variety of scroll fonts, logos and colors. These g-aphics,

etc. can be used in the scroll which is displayed on the

subscribers' televisions. An overlay of a logo on the

video programs is also possible. Furthermore, window
fonts, fades, transparency and digital video effects (e.g.,

warps, page turns and zooms) can be displayed on the

video programs. Processor 930 acts as a control unit

which handles requests, builds queues with video pro-

grams and commercials, accepts multiple external

inputs (some of which are described above), etc. The
software used by processor 930 is divided into modules.

Processor 930 uses the software to monitor modem
connections, overlays, internet interaction, and the like.

Sound overlay 950 allows for the playing of videos

without sound (i.e., when the sound for a video is

deleted from that video) or when the audio from a pro-

motion or the like is dubbed over the audio of the video

program which is being broadcast Output 960 allows

for outputting information to, for example, a cable com-

pany which houses an earth headend. Output 960 also

provides information on a computer screen which is

coupled to remote site 900. Access to this computer

screen is also available at each office and central loca-

tion in system 10.

In a specific embodiment, the computer screen at

the remote site 900 includes (1) a queue display with

the identification number and length of time for each

commercial, video program, etc. which is in the queue,

(2) video switcher information which is used when the

tape deck/laser disk 910 is being used, (3) the status of

all modem lines and other lines which provide data to

remote site 900, (4) the time left on the program which

is presently being broadcast to the subscriber group, (5)

the menu of available commands for remote site 900,

(6) the equipment status for remote site 900, (7) the

scroll which is located in the broadcast at that time, (8)

the number of calls made each day for a specific period

of time, (9) a log history which provides the video pro-

grams that have been selected for broadcast and the

videos that have been broadcast (broadcast videos

include those selected by subscribers along with those

provided because no selections were made and the

queue was empty).

Interface 970 within remote she 900 facilitates the

connection between remote site 900 and the central

site. In a specific embodiment, commercials are pro-

vided in stop sets having a duration of any desired

length. Accordingly, video programs are placed in the

queue to accommodate the scheduling of these com-

mercial stop sets. Thus, stop sets are dynamically cre-

ated at each remote site 900 when desired. This allows

for localized commercial insertions which take into

account the demographics associated with a subscriber

group. Commercials can also be easily inserted when
received via modem or some other type of transmission,

including satellite.

In an alternative embodiment, a bi-directional satel-

lite, which may be located at the remote site, is used

such that the verification done by DVPU 940 is not

required, because verification is done by the bi-direc-

tional satellite. In addition, when a bi-directional satellite

is located at the subscriber's location, a subscriber can

transmit a selection via the bi-directional satellite and a

5 remote control. Therefore, videos can be selected with

a remote control when a two-way set-top device is not

present. Bi-directional satellite of the very small aper-

ture terminal (VSAT) type are provided commercially by,

for example, AT&T, Tridom, Hughes Network System,

10 and GE Space Net

In yet another embodiment of the present invention,

multiple continuous video programs may be provided to

multiple subscrber groups from the same remote site.

For example, two groups of subscribers in the same
is physical area may speak two different languages. Thus,

two different channels which carry two different continu-

ous video programs in different languages are desira-

ble. When multiple subscriber groups are services by

the same remote site, one DVPU-940 can provide the

20 needed digital video programs and commercials to the

multiple subscriber groups. Multiple boards within

DVPU 940 are required in order to provide good video

quality to up to eight subscrber groups simultaneously.

Figure 8 illustrates an overall system architecture.

25 Like the system structure in Figure 4, this architecture

utilizes satellite 1000. Shared Hub 1010 is an uplink to

satellite 1000. Both central operations 1020 and service

1030 provide data and video to shared hub 1010 via T1

dedicated lines at 1.5 Mbps. "1-900* calls requesting

30 videos are processed through service 1030 to shared

hub 1010. The central office monitors communications

to all sites over the primary data link (e.g., a two-way

VSAT or WAN), rf this communication path fails to any

given site, communication to that site via a modem dial-

35 up is enabled by phone service software 1058. How-

ever, to save phono toll charges, the rnoderrVphone line

is activated (i.e., a phone call is initiated) only in

response to actual demand, e.g., a central office client

request communication. The network connection is

40 from the central office to each remote site. According to

specific embodiments, WAN connections to the shared

hub and to the phone service site can be redundant for

fault tolerance.

At central operations 1020, video programming

45 may be encoded in an MPEG2 data compression for-

mat using MPEQ2 encoding workstation 1024. All vid-

eos in this embodiment may be transported, stored and

played digitally with MPEG2 compression technology.

These videos are distributed automatically via the 2-way

so satellite network connecting central operations 1020 to

remote site 1040. Central Operations 1020 is also con-

nected to a local area network via LAN 1026. This local

area network allows access to various components in

the system. Central operations 1 020 acts as a translator

55 for requests coming from various sources (e.g. , Internet

IVR).

Remote site 1040 receives videos through the 2-

way satellite network via satellite receiver 1042. After

the videos are received, they are downloaded and

10
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stored for future playback. Video storage units 1 046 and

1047 are used to store the downloaded video. Digital

video playback unit (DVPU) 1044 supports multiple

playback channels 1054 and 1056. as described above

with reference to Figure 7. In a specific embodiment,

videos are stored by grouping them on multiple hard

drives. If a failure occurs on a hard drive unit the videos

stored on that drive are made unavailable to users.

However, video request and playback continues for the

videos remaining on the functional drives. In another

embodiment, video file data is striped across multiple

hard disk drives using RAID or other fault tolerant disk

array implementations. rf a hard drive failure occurs, this

data redundancy across the drive array ensures that no

video data is tost. According to various embodiments,

remote site 1040 is also connected to the system's local

area network via LAN 1046.

Control computer 1050 contains the software used

for playing the videos and implementing the capabilities

described above with reference to the various embodi-

ments of the invention. In specific embodiments, this

software provides the following capabilities: (1) com-

mercial breaks are assembled and inserted into the

video programming "on-the-fly" as discussed above. (2)

automated video activation is possible at remote sites

eliminating the need for human intervention at the

remote sites, (4) video playback loops (random access

in the digital video subsystem which allows the same
video to be played repeatedly tor a looping effect) and

digital audio insertion (use of the audio subsystem to

mix a computer generated audio source with the audio

from the main video source) are options, (5) automatic

real-time system failure alerting occurs as a result of

monitoring and self-testing performed at all system lev-

els; failure detections are logged and reported to the

central office for handling by monitoring personnel, (6)

multiple playback channels are supported as described

with respect to Figure 8, and (7) simultaneous system

maintenance and playback occurs. Central operations

1020 accepts and routes alerts from remote systems

(including remote site 1040), and logs all access to

remote systems. Remote site 1040 may optionally

include a second control computer 1051 for performing

some of the functions descnbed above or for operating

in parallel with control computer 1050.

Figure 9 provides a configuration tor a technical

computing system. In a specific embodiment, this tech-

nical computing system serves as the central opera-

tions. Central server 1060 provides various functions

including the following: (1) system audits, (2) remote

monitor and maintenance, (3) digital video transfer, (4)

external request gateway operation, (5) file transfer, and

(6) remote log transfer. Central server 1060 has access

to other systems 1062 and 1063 and the Internet 1064

via LAN 1061. LAN 1061 also provides access to

MPEG2 encoding workstation 1070, IVR system 1072,

and desktop PCs 1073 and 1074. MPEG and IVR sys-

tems are discussed above. Desktop PCs 1073 and

1074 provide clients with access to central server 1060.

While a full and complete disclosure of the inven-

tion has been provided hereinabove, it will be apparent

to those skilled in the art that various modifications and

changes may be made.

5

Claims

1 . A method for distributing video programs to a group

of subscribers, comprising the steps of:

w
converting and compressing said video pro-

grams into a compressed digital format;

distributing said digital video programs to a

remote site;

is receiving a subscriber selection from a select-

ing subscriber, said selecting subscriber being

in said group of subscribers, said subscriber

selection identifying a selected digital video

program; and

20 broadcasting a continuous program to said

group of subscribers, said continuous program

including said selected digital video program,

said selected digital video program being

broadcast in an order based at least in part on

25 a relative order of receiving said subscriber

selections.

2. The method tor distributing video programs to a

group of subscribers of claim 1, further comprising

30 the step of displaying digital video program identifi-

cation information to said subscribers on a back-

ground menu, wherein said subscribers can flip

between said continuous program and said back-

ground menu.
35

3. The method tor distributing video programs to a

group of subscribers of claims 1 or 2, further com-

prising the step of providing scroll information to

said subscribers on an audio channel, said scroll

40 information including digital video program identifi-

cation information.

4. The method tor distributing video programs to a

group of subscribers of any one of claims 1 to 3,

4$ wherein said continuous program includes at least

one of window fonts, fades, transparency and digital

video effects.

5. The method for distributing video programs to a

so group of subscribers of any one of claims 1 to 4,

wherein said compressed digital format is an

MPEG2 data compression format.

6. The method tor distributing video programs to a

55 group of subscribers of any one of claims 1 to 5.

wherein said broadcasting is done with a two-way

satellite network.

11
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7. The method for distributing video programs to a

group of subscribers of any one of claims 1 to 6, fur-

ther comprising providing software for assisting with

said broadcasting of said continuous program.

5

8. The method for distributing video programs to a
group of subscribers of claim 7, wherein said soft-

ware is capable of at least one of (1) assembling

and inserting commercial breaks into said continu-

ous program on-the-fly, (2) scheduling a flexible 10

video element for said continuous program, (3) pro-

viding automated video activation for said continu-

ous program, (4) providing video playback loops,

(5) providing digital audio insertion fa said continu-

ous program, (6) providing automatic real-time sys- 15

tern failure alerting, (7) supporting multiple

playback channels and (8) providng simultaneous

system maintenance and playback.

9. The method for distributing video programs to a 20

group of subscribers of any one of claims 1 to 8, fur-

ther comprising the step of providing a central

server for providing various functions.

10. The method for distributing video programs to a 25

group of subscribers of claim 9, wherein said vari-

ous functions provided by said central server are at

least one of (1) system audits, (2) remote monitor

and maintenance, (3) digital video transfer, (4)

external request gateway operation, (5) file transfer, 30

and (6) remote log transfer.
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